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TRUTH WILL ALWAYS SWEET BECAUSE IT GIVES US FREEDOM.
‘’The real freedom of life is to be free in performing all our basic necessities by our self. By this slowly the mind longs
for the liberation from all the chains of conditions which makes the mind to lose the confidence of self-construction.’’

The dressing frame activity helps the child to become free in dressing herself by which the child gains confidence.

As we saw earlier, it is very clear that human mind always struggles to accept any things which are different to its liking.
It is the art of training that mind from the very young age to face and accept the realities of life based on age and
maturity of the mind.
We always never pamper any child to get adjust to us or bribe any child for his actions to just accept our words.
It is always good to talk to the child about the hidden truth behind all actions. Each and every moment of our life is being
under the focus of some truth. Why we should try to hide it?
Example: When we are going out where the child can’t be taken, say it directly in calm way for several times. ‘’We are
going to doctor’s home, if you come he will give you injection’’ CAN WE CHANGE THIS? WE CAN!!! WE HAVE BEEN
BLACKMAILED BY THE CHILD’S CRY, ADAMANCY BUT THE TRAINING WILL MAKE HIM CALM AND HAPPY BECAUSE THIS
TRAINING IS FOR HIM TO BE FREE, THE MOST LOVABLE ASPECT OF EVERY ONES LIFE…

‘’Father and me are going to a guest’s home which is very far away, we don’t want you to come to such a long way in
this rain. Please be with your grandmother, play, I have given what ever needed for you with your grandmother…’’
This is the way most of our parents prepare their very young children and slowly they too change and it is very glad to
listen from the care takers that the well prepared children faced the reality of various situations calmly and made use of
their timing in more constructive and happy way.
EXAMPLE: When this young mother came from Bihar to Chennai for her short leave she has to go for a big sale in
T.Nagar and she prepared her 6 months old baby and went for shopping. The baby stayed with the aunt without any
struggle for 5 hours.
You may ask all children do this but there is question why it should be a stress? It must be smooth…
All these activities with very young children are just helping us and them to accept any situations smoothly.
Most of our children will be taken out with few things which they prefer, like paint brush notebooks and craft items.
Example: One of my close friend has 2 daughters. Whenever they go as guest they carry their origami book with papers.
They mingle with the host for some time and according to the situation they sit and go on with their own activities. They
never disturb the talks, meetings, gatherings. They also knew how to be socialized. This is the freedom required for man
from the child hood days to make his timings very useful.
But the social setup has to be changed yet more! The same adults have to train and show the way of guesting and
hosting to undergo smooth socialization.
When we take children outside for many occasions we prepare them as much as possible and take them. So far we have
never been stressed with our children in any context. The human child has to be taken more care physically-mentally
just because it is the adult’s real responsible to initiate and make their consciousness to glow by which the child lives
peacefully and that makes him to serve the man kind later.
‘’When the farm land needs so much of preparation to face the process of fresh plantation why should the child’s mind
can be prepared? Except us all our natural phenomenon has their own self preparation. It is our responsibility to assist
the young minds to get ready for facing new situations.’’
Will grow…
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